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stimation of interval anisotropy parameters
sing velocity-independent layer stripping
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ABSTRACT

Moveout analysis of long-spread P-wave data is widely used
to estimate the key time-processing parameter � in layered trans-
versely isotropic media with a vertical symmetry axis �VTI�. In-
version for interval � values, however, suffers from instability
caused by the trade-off between the effective moveout parame-
ters and by subsequent error amplification during Dix-type layer
stripping. We propose an alternative approach to nonhyperbolic
moveout inversion based on the velocity-independent layer-
stripping �VILS� method of Dewangan and Tsvankin. Also, we
develop the 3D version of VILS and apply it to interval parameter
estimation in orthorhombic media using wide-azimuth, long-
spread data. If the overburden is laterally homogeneous and has a
horizontal symmetry plane, VILS produces the exact interval
traveltime-offset function in the target layer without knowledge
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f the velocity field. Hence, Dix-type differentiation of moveout
arameters used in existing techniques is replaced by the much
ore stable layer stripping of reflection traveltimes. The interval

raveltimes are then inverted for the moveout parameters using
he single-layer nonhyperbolic moveout equation. The superior
ccuracy and stability of the algorithm are illustrated on ray-
raced synthetic data for typical VTI and orthorhombic models.
ven small correlated noise in reflection traveltimes causes sub-
tantial distortions in the interval � values computed by conven-
ional Dix-type differentiation. In contrast, the output of VILS is
nsensitive to mild correlated traveltime errors. The algorithm is
lso tested on wide-azimuth P-wave reflection data recorded
bove a fractured reservoir at Rulison field in Colorado. The in-
erval moveout parameters estimated by VILS in the shale layer
bove the reservoir are more plausible and less influenced by
oise than those obtained by the Dix-type method.
INTRODUCTION

Traveltime analysis of surface reflection data yields effective mo-
eout parameters for the whole section above the reflector. However,
or migration velocity analysis, amplitude-variation-with-offset
AVO� inversion, and seismic fracture characterization, one must
btain the interval properties of a target layer. Most existing ap-
roaches to interval parameter estimation, in both isotropic and an-
sotropic media, are based on layer stripping �e.g., Dix, 1955; Gre-
hka and Tsvankin, 1998; Grechka et al., 1999� or tomographic in-
ersion �e.g., Stork, 1992; Grechka et al., 2002�.
The conventional Dix �1955� equation, derived for horizontally

ayered isotropic media, helps compute the interval normal-mo-
eout �NMO� velocity using the NMO velocities for the reflections
rom the top and bottom of a layer. The Dix equation remains valid
or horizontally layered VTI media; also, it is generalized by
lkhalifah and Tsvankin �1995� for dipping reflectors overlain by a
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aterally homogeneous VTI overburden. For 3D wide-azimuth data
rom layered azimuthally anisotropic media, the effective NMO ve-
ocity can be obtained by Dix-type averaging of the interval NMO
llipses �Grechka et al., 1999�.

Unfortunately, NMO velocity often is insufficient to build the ve-
ocity field for anisotropic media, even in the time domain. This ex-
lains the importance of using nonhyperbolic �long-spread� reflec-
ion moveout in estimating anisotropy parameters. The P-wave
ong-spread reflection moveout in a horizontal VTI layer can be de-
cribed by the following nonhyperbolic equation �Alkhalifah and
svankin, 1995; Tsvankin, 2005�:

t2� t0
2�

x2

V nmo
2 �

2� x4

V nmo
2 �t0

2 V nmo
2 � �1�2�� x2�

, �1�

here x is the offset, t0 is the two-way zero-offset reflection travel-
ime, Vnmo is the NMO velocity that controls the conventional-spread

d 15 February 2009; published online 28 September 2009.
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WB118 Wang and Tsvankin
eflection moveout of horizontal P-wave events, and � is the anellip-
icity coefficient responsible for the deviation from hyperbolic mo-
eout at long offsets. For stratified VTI media, the moveout parame-
ers become effective quantities for the stack of layers above the re-
ector. Many implementations of nonhyperbolic moveout inversion
or VTI media �e.g., Alkhalifah, 1997; Grechka and Tsvankin, 1998;
oldi et al., 1999� are based on equation 1, which represents a simpli-
ed version of the more general Tsvankin-Thomsen �1994� equa-

ion.Accurate estimation of Vnmo and � makes it possible to carry out
ll P-wave time-domain processing steps, which include NMO and
ip-moveout �DMO� corrections and time migration.

An alternative algorithm for � estimation operates with the dip
ependence of P-wave NMO velocity �Alkhalifah and Tsvankin,
995�. Although the DMO inversion is relatively stable, its applica-
ion is more complicated and requires the presence of dipping reflec-
ors under the formation of interest �Tsvankin, 2005�.

Nonhyperbolic moveout inversion for the parameters Vnmo and �
sually involves a 2D semblance scan on long-spread data �the max-
mum offset should reach two reflector depths� from a horizontal re-
ector. Despite its relative simplicity, this method suffers from insta-
ility caused by the trade-off between Vnmo and � �Alkhalifah, 1997;
rechka and Tsvankin, 1998�. Grechka and Tsvankin �1998� find

hat even small traveltime errors, which could be considered as in-
ignificant in data processing, may cause large errors in � . For lay-
red media, this error is amplified in the layer-stripping process,
hich may cause unacceptable distortions in the interval � values.
he effective � function is often smoothed prior to applying the Dix-

ype equations, but smoothing does not remove the source of insta-
ility in the interval � estimation.

The Alkhalifah-Tsvankin �1995� equation has been extended to
ide-azimuth data by taking into account the azimuthal variation of

he NMO velocity and � �Vasconcelos and Tsvankin, 2006; Xu and
svankin, 2006�. Here, we consider P-wave data from azimuthally
nisotropic media with orthorhombic symmetry typical for fractured
eservoirs �Schoenberg and Helbig, 1997; Bakulin et al., 2000; Gre-
hka and Kachanov, 2006�. Nonhyperbolic moveout of P-waves in

igure 1. 2D diagram of the layer-stripping algorithm for pure-mode
eflections �after Dewangan and Tsvankin, 2006�. Points T and R are
ocated at the bottom of the laterally homogeneous overburden. The
eg x�1� T is shared by the target reflection x�1� TQRx�2� and the over-
urden event x�1� T x�3�; the leg R x�2� is shared by the reflections
�1� TQRx�2� and x�2� R x�4�.
Downloaded 07 Oct 2009 to 138.67.12.60. Redistribution subject to S
n orthorhombic layer with a horizontal symmetry plane is governed
y the azimuths of the vertical symmetry planes, the symmetry-
lane NMO velocities �V nmo

�1� and V nmo
�2� � responsible for the NMO el-

ipse, and three anellipticity coefficients � �1,2,3� �Grechka and Ts-
ankin, 1999�. Because the symmetry-plane NMO velocities and
arameters � �1,2,3� depend on the fracture compliances and orienta-
ion �Bakulin et al., 2000�, nonhyperbolic moveout inversion can
elp build physical models for reservoir characterization. Also, the
arameters V nmo

�1,2� and � �1,2,3� are sufficient to perform all P-wave
ime-processing steps in orthorhombic models �Grechka and Ts-
ankin, 1999�.

For layered orthorhombic media, the parameters of the Alkhali-
ah-Tsvankin equation become effective quantities, and the interval
alues of � �1,2,3� can be estimated by a generalized Dix-type differen-
iation scheme based on the results of Vasconcelos and Tsvankin
2006� and Xu and Tsvankin �2006�. However, this procedure is
ampered by the same instability problems as the ones discussed
bove for the � inversion in layered VTI media.

Here, we propose to overcome the shortcomings of Dix-type tech-
iques by employing the velocity-independent layer-stripping
VILS� method of Dewangan and Tsvankin �2006�. This layer-strip-
ing algorithm, which operates with reflection traveltimes, produces
ccurate interval long-spread reflection moveout, which can then be
nverted for the layer parameters. We review the 2D version of VILS
esigned for VTI media and introduce a 3D implementation for
ide-azimuth data from orthorhombic media. Numerical tests dem-
nstrate that, in contrast to Dix-type inversion, our method remains
obust in the presence of typical correlated noise in reflection travel-
imes. Finally, we apply the algorithm to nonhyperbolic moveout
nalysis of wide-azimuth P-wave data acquired over a fractured res-
rvoir at Rulison field in Colorado, U.S.A.

VELOCITY-INDEPENDENT LAYER STRIPPING

The velocity-independent layer-stripping algorithm of Dewangan
nd Tsvankin �2006� is based on the so-called PP�PS�SS method
Grechka and Tsvankin, 2002�. VILS is entirely data driven and, if
he model assumptions are satisfied, does not require knowledge of
he velocity field anywhere in the medium.

D layer stripping

Figure 1 shows 2D ray trajectories of pure-mode �non-converted�
eflections from the top and bottom of the target zone overlain by a
aterally homogeneous overburden. The incidence plane is supposed
o represent a symmetry plane for the model as a whole, so that wave
ropagation is two-dimensional; this assumption becomes unneces-
ary in the 3D extension of the method discussed below. Although
he target zone can be heterogeneous with interval curved interfaces,
ach layer in the overburden must be laterally homogeneous with a
orizontal symmetry plane. Then the raypath of any reflection from
he top of the target zone is symmetric with respect to the reflection
oint �e.g., points T or R in Figure 1�.

As discussed by Dewangan and Tsvankin �2006�, equalizing time
lopes on common-receiver gathers at the source location x�1� can be
sed to identify the overburden reflection x�1� Tx�3� that has the same
orizontal slowness as the reflection x�1� TQRx�2� from the bottom of
he target layer. This means that the reflections x�1� Tx�3� and
�1� TQRx�2� share the downgoing leg x�1� T. Likewise, we can find
he overburden reflection x�2� R x�4� that has the same upgoing leg
x�2� as
EG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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Anisotropic inversion by layer stripping WB119
he target event x�1� TQRx�2�. Because any reflection path in the over-
urden is symmetric with respect to the reflection point, the interval
eflection traveltime tint in the target zone can be computed as

tint�T,R�� teff�x�1�, x�2���
1

2
�tovr�x�1�, x�3��� tovr�x�2�, x�4���,

�2�

here the superscripts “eff” and “ovr” refer to the target event
�1� TQRx�2� and the reflections from the bottom of the overburden,
espectively. The corresponding source-receiver pair �T,R� has the
ollowing horizontal coordinates:

xT�
x�1��x�3�

2
, xR�

x�2��x�4�

2
. �3�

quations 2 and 3 yield the interval reflection moveout function in
he target zone without any information about the velocity model.

The 2D interval moveout-inversion methods based on ideas simi-
ar to those behind VILS have been developed by Van der Baan and
endall �2002, 2003� and Fowler et al. �2008�. In contrast to VILS,
owever, these methods assume the invariance of the horizontal
lowness �ray parameter� along each ray, which implies that the tar-
et zone �not just the overburden� must be laterally homogeneous.
an der Baan and Kendall �2002, 2003� and Fowler et al. �2008� im-
lement their algorithms for P-wave data from horizontally layered
TI media.

D layer stripping for wide-azimuth data

The 3D version of the layer-stripping algorithm does not impose
ny restrictions on the properties �anisotropy, heterogeneity� of the
arget zone, but each layer in the overburden still must be laterally
omogeneous with a horizontal symmetry plane. For wide-azimuth
ata �Figure 2�, identifying the target and overburden reflections
ith the same ray segments requires estimating two orthogonal hori-

ontal slowness components from reflection time slopes. In Figure
, the horizontal slownesses of the target �eff� and overburden �ovr�
eflections at location x�1�� �x1

�1�, x2
�1�� can be obtained from

pi
eff�x�1�, x�2���� � teff�x, x�2��

�xi
�

x�x�1�
, �i�1,2� �4�

nd

pi
ovr�x�1�, x�3���� � tovr�x, x�3��

�xi
�

x�x�1�
, �i�1,2� . �5�

sing equations 4 and 5, we find the location x�3�, for which the time
lopes �horizontal slownesses� of the two events are identical:

pi
eff�x�1�, x�2���pi

ovr�x�1�, x�3��, �i�1,2� . �6�

herefore, the reflections x�1� TQRx�2� and x�1� Tx�3� have the com-
on leg x�1� T. The same operation applied at point x�2� helps to find

he overburden reflection x�2� Rx�4� that shares the upgoing leg Rx�2�

ith the target event x�1� TQRx�2�. The interval reflection traveltime
an then be obtained from equation 2. Because T and R represent the
 l

Downloaded 07 Oct 2009 to 138.67.12.60. Redistribution subject to S
idpoints of the corresponding source-receiver pairs, their horizon-
al coordinates can be easily found from x�1�, x�2�, x�3�, and x�4�.

Thus, the velocity-independent layer-stripping algorithm makes
t possible to construct interval moveout functions in two and three
imensions. Because reflection traveltimes can be estimated with
elatively high accuracy, VILS helps to avoid the stability problems
n Dix-type inversion caused by trade-offs between the effective mo-
eout parameters.

Similar to the original version of the PP�PS�SS method, our
ayer-stripping algorithm operates with reflection traveltimes. Gre-
hka and Dewangan �2003� develop an efficient implementation of
he PP�PS�SS method by replacing traveltime analysis with a
onvolution of recorded PP and PS traces. Their technique can be
dapted to compute interval P-wave reflection data using reflections
rom the top and bottom of the target layer.Although the convolution
f recorded traces cannot produce the correct amplitudes, the con-
tructed arrivals should have the kinematics of P-wave primary re-
ections and, therefore, are suitable for interval moveout analysis.

TESTS ON SYNTHETIC DATA

Next, we test the layer-stripping algorithm on 2D and 3D long-
pread P-wave data generated by kinematic ray tracing �Gajewski
nd Pšenčík, 1987� for VTI and orthorhombic models. Reflected ar-
ivals on the synthetic seismograms are obtained by placing the
icker wavelet at the corresponding reflection traveltime. The inter-
al moveout parameters in the target layer are estimated from our
ethod and the Dix-type equations. To compare the stability of the

wo techniques in the presence of correlated noise, we add several
oise functions to the input traveltimes.

D inversion for VTI media

For stratified VTI media composed of N horizontal layers, long-
pread P-wave traveltime is described by equation 1 with effective
oveout parameters �Grechka and Tsvankin, 1998; Tsvankin,

005�:

x
3

x
2

x
1

T R

Q

(1)X

(2)X

(4)
X

(3)X

igure 2. 3D diagram of the layer-stripping algorithm. Points T and
are located at the bottom of the laterally homogeneous overbur-

en. The sources and receivers �x�1�, x�2�, x�3�, and x�4�� are placed at
he surface but not necessarily along a straight line. The reflection
oint Q is located at the bottom of the target layer, which can be arbi-
rarily anisotropic and heterogeneous. The leg x�1� T is shared by the
arget event x�1� TQRx�2� and the overburden reflection x�1� Tx�3�; the

�2� �1� �2� �2� �4�
eg Rx is shared by the reflections x TQRx and x Rx .
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WB120 Wang and Tsvankin
t2�N�� t0
2�N��

x2

V nmo
2 �N�

�
2��N� x4

V nmo
2 �N� �t0

2�N�V nmo
2 �N�� �1�2��N�� x2�

.

�7�

he effective NMO velocity is found from the Dix equation,

V nmo
2 �N��

1

t0�N� �
i�1

N

�V nmo
�i� �2 t0

�i�, �8�

here t0
�i� and V nmo

�i� are the interval values in layer i. The effective pa-
ameter � is approximately given by

��N��
1

8	 1

V nmo
4 �N� t0�N�
�

i�1

N

�V nmo
�i� �4 �1�8� �i�� t0

�i��
�1� . �9�

The best-fit effective parameters Vnmo and � for the top and bottom
f a layer of interest usually are obtained by applying semblance-
ased nonhyperbolic moveout inversion to long-spread P-wave
ata. Then the interval Vnmo can be computed from equation 8:

able 1. Interval parameters of a three-layer VTI model
model 1).

ayer
Thickness

�km�
t0

�s�
Vnmo

�km/s� �

0.7 0.70 2.10 0

0.3 0.25 2.52 0.10
a 0.5 0.39 2.78 0.20

a Target layer

b))

igure 3. �a� Synthetic long-spread reflections from the top and bot-
om of layer 3 �target� in model 1. �b� The t2�x2� function �solid lines�
or both events shown in plot �a�. The dashed lines mark the hyper-
olic moveout function, t2� t0

2� �x2 /V nmo
2 �. The model parameters

re listed in Table 1.
Downloaded 07 Oct 2009 to 138.67.12.60. Redistribution subject to S
�V nmo
�i� �2�

V nmo
2 �i� t0�i��V nmo

2 �i�1� t0 �i�1�
t0�i�� t0�i�1�

. �10�

quation 9 yields the interval � :

�i��
1

8�V nmo
�i� �4
g�i�t0 �i��g�i�1�t0�i�1�

t0�i�� t0�i�1�
� �V nmo

�i� �4�;

�11�

�N�V nmo
4 �N� �1�8��N�� .

Although equations 1 and 7 provide a good approximation for
onhyperbolic moveout in VTI media, the estimated � is sensitive to
mall errors in Vnmo even if the maximum offset-to-depth ratio
xmax /D� is between two and three. The trade-off between the effec-
ive Vnmo and � �along with the slight bias of the nonhyperbolic mo-
eout equation� causes substantial instability in the � estimation,
hich is amplified in the Dix-type layer stripping based on equation

1 �Grechka and Tsvankin, 1998�.

odel 1

The first numerical test was performed for the three-layer VTI
odel with the parameters listed in Table 1 �Figure 3a; xmax /D�2

or the bottom of the model�. Both VILS and the Dix-type method
ere used to estimate the interval parameters Vnmo and � in the third

ayer. Although the � values in this model are moderate, the travel-
ime curves for the top and bottom of the target layer noticeably devi-
te from the hyperbolic moveout approximation at large offsets �Fig-
re 3b�.

To reconstruct the reflection traveltimes from the top and bottom
f the target �third� layer, we used 2D semblance search for Vnmo and
based on equation 7. �Note that equations 1 and 7 are equivalent in

erms of semblance analysis.� Then VILS was applied to compute
he interval traveltimes, which were inverted for the interval param-
ters using least-squares fitting of moveout equation 1 �see the flow
hart in Figure 4�. The interval value of � estimated by VILS is quite
ccurate, with the error �just 0.02� caused mostly by the slight bias of
quation 1 discussed by Grechka and Tsvankin �1998�.

The semblance analysis for the top and bottom of the target layer
lso provides input data for the Dix-type differentiation described
bove. However, in contrast to VILS, the Dix-type algorithm oper-
tes with the effective moveout parameters, not traveltimes. As a re-
ult, small distortions in the effective � estimates are amplified in the
ayer-stripping procedure, which leads to an error of 0.06 in the inter-
al � value.

rror analysis

To study the influence of realistic noise on interval parameter esti-
ation, we added random, linear, and sinusoidal time errors to the

eflection moveout from the bottom of the target layer. The travel-
imes from the top of the target were left unchanged. As before, the
nput data for VILS and the Dix-type method were obtained from a
D semblance search based on equation 7.
EG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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Anisotropic inversion by layer stripping WB121
Both methods use semblance analysis, so they remain reasonably
table in the presence of random noise. For random errors with the
agnitude approaching 10 ms �Figure 5�, the interval � estimated

y VILS is distorted by less than 0.02, while the Dix-type method
roduces � errors in the range of 0.05–0.08.

The second type of noise used in our tests is linear, which can sim-
late long-period statics errors. For a relatively large error that
hanges from 6 ms at zero offset to �6 ms at the maximum offset,
ILS estimates the interval Vnmo and � with errors of 4% and 0.07,

espectively. The distortions in Vnmo and � after the Dix-type layer
tripping are much larger �15% and 0.34, respectively�, which
akes the inversion practically useless. These results are consistent
ith the analysis in Grechka and Tsvankin �1998�, who demonstrate

hat linear time noise of a somewhat smaller magnitude may cause
rrors in the effective � close to 0.1. The Dix-type procedure in-
reases such errors by a factor that depends on the relative thickness
f the target layer �i.e., on the ratio of its thickness and depth�.

Next, we contaminated the data with a sinusoidal time function
esigned to emulate short-period statics errors: t�A sin�n�x /xmax�.
he interval parameter-estimation results for different values of A
nd n are listed in Table 2. The error in the interval � produced by
ILS reaches only 0.08 even for A�8 ms, whereas the Dix-type
ethod breaks down for A�3 ms.
These tests clearly demonstrate the superior stability of VILS in

he presence of typical correlated noise in reflection traveltimes.
ven relatively small time errors can cause substantial distortions in

he effective moveout parameters, which propagate with amplifica-
ion into the interval � values. In contrast, percentage errors in the
raveltimes themselves are insignificant, which ensures the high ac-
uracy of the interval moveout produced by VILS.

nfluence of lateral heterogeneity

The layer-stripping procedure in VILS is based on the assumption
hat each layer in the overburden is laterally homogeneous and has a
orizontal symmetry plane. Lateral velocity gradients or dipping in-
erfaces make the raypaths of overburden events asymmetric with
espect to the reflection point, which may cause errors in equations 2
nd 3. Note that lateral heterogeneity above the reflector also vio-
ates the assumptions behind the Dix-type method �Alkhalifah and
svankin, 1995; Grechka and Tsvankin, 1998�.
To evaluate the influence of mild dips in the overburden on inter-

al parameter estimation, we tilted the most shallow reflector in
odel 1 by 10° �Figure 6�. Then we generated

oise-free synthetic data and applied VILS and
he Dix-type method without taking the dip into
ccount. The interval parameters Vnmo and � in
he third layer estimated by VILS are distorted by
nly 2% and 0.05, respectively. In contrast, the
ix-type method produces more significant er-

ors in the interval values, reaching 6% in Vnmo

nd 0.15 in � . This and other tests indicate that
ILS is much less sensitive to mild lateral hetero-
eneity than the Dix differentiation.

D inversion for orthorhombic media

The azimuthally dependent P-wave reflection
oveout in a horizontal orthorhombic layer can

Table 2. Infl
the third lay
was added to
percentage e
interval � es
combination

Parameters of

Inversion erro

VILS

Dix
Downloaded 07 Oct 2009 to 138.67.12.60. Redistribution subject to S
e well approximated by equation 1 with azimuthally varying pa-
ameters Vnmo and � �Xu and Tsvankin, 2006; Vasconcelos and Ts-
ankin, 2006�:

t2�x,��� t0
2�

x2

V nmo
2 ���

�
2���� x4

V nmo
2 ��� �t0

2 V nmo
2 ���� �1�2����� x2�

,

�12�

of correlated noise on the interval parameter estimation for
odel 1. A sinusoidal error function „t�A sin„n�x Õxmax……

raveltimes from the bottom of the layer. The table shows the
the interval velocity Vnmo and the absolute error in the

d by VILS and the Dix-type method for different
and n.

function A�3 ms, n�3 A�3 ms, n�2 A�8 ms, n�3

Vnmo

�%� �
Vnmo

�%� �
Vnmo

�%� �

0.6 0.01 0.0 0.00 2.1 0.08

11 0.19 8.2 0.13 21 0.41

igure 4. Workflow for interval parameter estimation using VILS.

igure 5. Random traveltime error with the maximum magnitude
lose to 10 ms.
uence
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WB122 Wang and Tsvankin
here � is the source-to-receiver azimuth. The azimuthally depen-
ent NMO velocity is obtained from the equation of the NMO el-
ipse:

V nmo
�2 ����

sin2�� ���
�V nmo

�1� �2 �
cos2�� ���

�V nmo
�2� �2 ; �13�

is the azimuth of the �x1, x3� symmetry plane, and V nmo
�1� and V nmo

�2�

re the NMO velocities in the vertical symmetry planes �x2, x3� and
x1, x3�, respectively. The parameter � is approximately given by
Pech and Tsvankin, 2004�

������ �1� sin2�� ����� �2� cos2�� ���

�� �3� sin2�� ��� cos2�� ���, �14�

here � �1�, � �2�, and � �3� are the anellipticity coefficients defined in
he �x2, x3�, �x1, x3�, and �x1, x2� symmetry planes, respectively.

For layered orthorhombic media, all moveout parameters become
ffective quantities. The semiaxes and orientation of the effective
MO ellipse �equation 13� can be obtained from the generalized Dix

quation by averaging the interval NMO ellipses �Grechka et al.,
999�. If the vertical symmetry planes in different layers are mis-
ligned, the principal directions for the effective parameter � are de-
cribed by a separate azimuth �1 �Xu and Tsvankin, 2006�:

������ �1� sin2�� ��1��� �2� cos2�� ��1�

�� �3� sin2�� ��1� cos2�� ��1� . �15�

able 3. Interval parameters of a three-layer model used to te

ayer
Symmetry

type
Thickness

�km� t0 �s�

ISO 0.5 0.50

VTI 0.5 0.41
a ORTH 0.5 0.39

a Target layer
ISO — Isotropic
ORTH — Orthorhombic

igure 6. Three-layer VTI model used to evaluate the influence of
ild dip �10°� in the overburden on the inversion results. Except for

he dip, all medium parameters are the same as those in model 1 �Ta-
le 1�. The lateral extent of the model is 4 km; the common midpoint
CMP� used for parameter estimation is located in the middle.
Downloaded 07 Oct 2009 to 138.67.12.60. Redistribution subject to S
he effective parameter � for each azimuth � can be computed from
he VTI equation 9 because kinematic signatures in each vertical
lane of layered orthorhombic media can be approximately de-
cribed by the corresponding VTI equations �Tsvankin, 1997, 2005�.
hen the parameters � �1�, � �2�, � �3�, and �1 can be found by fitting
quation 15 to the effective � values for a wide range of azimuths.

To implement VILS and the Dix-type inversion for layered ortho-
hombic media, we use the 3D nonhyperbolic semblance algorithm
f Vasconcelos and Tsvankin �2006� based on equations 12, 13, and
5. The best-fit effective moveout parameters V nmo

�1,2�, � �1,2,3�, �, and �1

or the top and bottom of the target layer are found by a multidimen-
ional semblance search using the full range of available offsets and
zimuths. For purposes of the Dix-type layer stripping, the interval
MO ellipse is obtained from the generalized Dix equation �Gre-

hka et al., 1999� and the interval � value for each azimuth is com-
uted from the VTI equation 11. Finally, the interval parameters
�1,2,3� are estimated by fitting equation 14 to the azimuthally varying
values.
The long-spread, wide-azimuth reflection traveltimes produced

y the nonhyperbolic semblance analysis also serve as the input data
or VILS �see the flow chart in Figure 4�. To apply VILS to 3D wide-
zimuth data �Figure 2�, it is also necessary to estimate the horizontal
lowness components at the source and receiver locations. In princi-
le, the horizontal projections of the slowness vector �equations 4
nd 5� can be computed from reflection traveltimes on common-shot
r common-receiver gathers. A more stable and efficient option,
owever, is to express the horizontal slownesses as functions of off-
et and azimuth through the best-fit moveout parameters using equa-
ion 12. Despite the parameter trade-offs, equation 12 provides suffi-
ient accuracy for long-spread P-wave moveout and, therefore, for
he traveltime derivatives.After the interval traveltimes are comput-
d by VILS, the interval parameters �, V nmo

�1,2�, and � �1,2,3� are obtained
y least-squares fitting of equation 12 to the estimated traveltimes
or a wide range of offsets and azimuths.

odel 2

The 3D parameter-estimation algorithm was first tested on an
rthorhombic layer overlain by VTI and isotropic layers �Table 3�.
ILS and the Dix-type method were applied to long-spread

xmax /D�2 for the bottom of the model�, wide-azimuth data from
he top and bottom of the orthorhombic layer. The model is laterally
omogeneous, so synthetic data were generated for a single source
ocation and a full �180°� range of source-receiver azimuths. To en-
ure the stability of 3D nonhyperbolic moveout inversion, the re-
eivers were placed on 19 lines with an azimuthal interval of 10°.As
llustrated by Figure 7, the azimuthal anisotropy in the target layer

3D layer-stripping algorithm (model 2).

V nmo
�2�

�km/s� � �1� � �2� � �3�
�
�°�

2.0 0 0 0 —

2.49 0.05 0.05 0 —

2.64 0.2 0.06 0.13 30
st the

V nmo
�1�

�km/s�

2.0

2.49

3.18
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Anisotropic inversion by layer stripping WB123
akes the traveltimes from its bottom vary with azimuth. Without
raveltime noise, both methods give similar accuracy in the interval

oveout parameters.

rror analysis

As before, we added linear and sinusoidal time errors to the reflec-
ion moveout from the bottom of the target layer in model 2. For the
zimuthally invariant linear error that changes from 6 ms at zero off-
et to �6 ms at the maximum offset, the interval parameters V nmo

�1,2�

nd � �1,2,3� estimated by VILS are distorted by no more than 3% and
.06, respectively. The Dix-type method produces much larger er-
ors, reaching 9% in V nmo

�1,2� and 0.16 in � �1,2,3�. The errors in the sym-
etry-plane azimuth � for both methods are negligible.
We also contaminated the traveltimes with the noise function of

he form t�x,���A sin�n�x /xmax�sin m� �Table 4�. The coeffi-
ients n and m control the period of the error in the radial and azi-
uthal directions, respectively. In general, inversion errors tend to

e higher when m is an even number. If the error function does not
ary with azimuth �m�0�, both methods give more accurate results
or even values of n, which agrees with the conclusions of Xu and Ts-
ankin �2006�. As illustrated by several examples in Table 4, even
or noisy data with A�10 ms, VILS produces errors in the interval

�1,2,3� not exceeding 0.09. The Dix-type method distorts the � pa-
ameters by up to 0.22 and the NMO velocities by 10%.

It is interesting that despite the complexity of orthorhombic sym-
etry, the Dix-type method gives much better results for model 2

han for the VTI model 1 �compare Tables 2 and 4�. Most likely, this
mprovement is explained by wide azimuthal coverage in 3D inver-
ion, which creates redundancy and makes the estimation of the ef-
ective moveout parameters more stable.

Next, we studied the influence of the thickness of the target layer
n model 2 on the inversion results.Any layer-stripping method inev-
tably becomes less accurate as the layer of interest becomes thinner.

e added the sinusoidal error with A�3 ms, n�3, and m�0 to
he traveltimes from the bottom of the target and reduced its thick-
ess until it reached 0.15 km �Table 5�. VILS gives acceptable re-
ults for the interval Vnmo and � when the thickness exceeds 0.25 km
i.e., when the thickness-to-depth ratio exceeds 0.2�, whereas the er-
or in Vnmo estimated by the Dix-type method approaches 10%. How-
ver, VILS breaks down for the target layer that is only 0.15 km
hick.

odel 3

The third model includes the target orthorhom-
ic layer beneath the overburden composed of
sotropic and orthorhombic layers �Table 6�. Note
hat the vertical symmetry planes in the two
rthorhombic layers are misaligned, so the azi-
uthally varying parameter � from the bottom of

he target is described by equation 15. The verti-
al variation of the symmetry-plane azimuths
oes not cause any complications in the applica-
ion of VILS, as long as the overburden is lateral-
y homogeneous and has a horizontal symmetry
lane.

The accuracy of VILS and the Dix-type meth-
d for noise-free data is similar, which was
lso the case for model 2. The sinusoidal error

Table 4. Infl
the third lay
was added to
maximum pe
absolute erro
method. The

Parameters of

Inversion erro

VILS

Dix
Downloaded 07 Oct 2009 to 138.67.12.60. Redistribution subject to S
�A sin�n�x /xmax� applied to the traveltimes from the bottom of
he target layer produces much more significant distortions in the
utput of the Dix-type differentiation compared to VILS. For in-
tance, when A�6 ms and n�3, the maximum errors in the inter-
al V nmo

�1,2� and � �1,2,3� estimated by VILS are 4% and 0.09 �respective-
y�, wheras the corresponding errors of the Dix-type method reach
3% and 0.25.

FIELD-DATA EXAMPLE

The 3D VILS algorithm was applied to wide-azimuth P-wave data
cquired by the Reservoir Characterization Project �RCP, a research
onsortium at Colorado School of Mines� at Rulison field, a basin-
entered gas accumulation in South Piceance Basin, Colorado. The
eservoir �Williams Fork Formation� is capped by the Upper Mesav-
rde �UMV� Shale, which served as the target layer in our study �Fig-
re 8�.

Xu and Tsvankin �2007� apply a comprehensive anisotropic pro-
essing sequence to the data and analyze the effective and interval
MO ellipses as well as the azimuthal AVO response. We used the

ame data set, which was acquired in 2003 and preprocessed for azi-

of correlated noise on the interval parameter estimation for
odel 2. A sinusoidal error function „A sin„n�x Õxmax…sin m�…

raveltimes from the bottom of the layer. The table shows the
ge error in the interval velocities V nmo

„1,2… and the maximum
e interval � „1,2,3… estimated by VILS and the Dix-type

s in the azimuth � do not exceed 0.5° for both methods.

function

A�3 ms A�3 ms A�10 ms

n�3, m�0 n�3, m�2 n�3, m�0

Vnmo

�%� � Vnmo

�%� � Vnmo

�%� �

1.2 0.04 1.0 0.02 2.4 0.09

4.4 0.09 2.3 0.08 10 0.22

igure 7. Synthetic long-spread P-wave reflections from the top and
ottom of layer 3 �target� in model 2 �Table 3�. The seismograms are
omputed in the two orthogonal vertical symmetry planes of the tar-
et orthorhombic layer; �a� � �30°, �b� � �120°.
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WB124 Wang and Tsvankin
uthal moveout and AVO analysis. Because the subsurface struc-
ure is close to horizontally layered �Figure 9�, the moveout equa-
ions discussed above should give an accurate description of reflec-
ion traveltimes. As suggested by Xu and Tsvankin �2007�, we com-
ined CMP gathers into 5�5 superbins to increase the azimuthal
nd offset coverage. The moveout inversion was carried out in the
enter of the RCP survey area �Figure 10�, where the coverage is suf-
cient for minimizing the influence of the acquisition footprint.
Because the maximum offset-to-depth ratio at the bottom of the

eservoir is close to unity �on average for the study area�, nonhyper-
olic moveout inversion cannot be applied to the reservoir forma-
ion. Therefore, we performed parameter estimation for the UMV
hale, the layer between the Mesaverde Top and the top of the reser-
oir �Figure 8�. In the center of the study area, the offset-to-depth ra-
io at the bottom of the shale is between 1.9 and 2.2. To estimate the
nterval moveout parameters, we used the VILS and Dix-type algo-
ithms for layered orthorhombic media discussed above.

Our tests show that the NMO ellipticity is small for the top and
ottom of the target shale layer over most of the area. Therefore, the
rincipal directions of the effective and interval NMO ellipses are
oorly constrained by the data. However, as long as the offset-to-
epth ratio is close to two, the parameters � �1,2,3� can be estimated re-
iably. The interval values of � �1,2,3� for two superbin gathers near the
enter of the area are listed in Table 7.

Although there is no independent information about the actual
nellipticity parameters in the field, the values produced by VILS are
uch more plausible than those computed from the Dix-type equa-

ions. First, the Dix-derived interval parameters � �1,2,3� are too large

able 5. Errors of the interval V nmo
„1,2… and � „1,2,3… for two

ifferent thicknesses of the target layer in model 2 (Table 3).
he traveltimes from the bottom of the target are
ontaminated by the sinusoidal noise function with A�3 ms,
�3, and m�0.

hickness �km� 0.35 0.15

nversion error Vnmo

�%� � Vnmo

�%� �

ILS 2.2 0.05 8.3 0.15

ix 7.5 0.13 20 0.38

able 6. Interval parameters of a three-layer model that inclu
lanes (model 3).

ayer
Symmetry

type
Thickness

�km� t0 �s� �

ISO 0.3 0.30

ORTH 0.7 0.58
a ORTH 0.5 0.39

a Target layer
ISO — Isotropic
ORTH — Orthorhombic
Downloaded 07 Oct 2009 to 138.67.12.60. Redistribution subject to S
or shale formations and lie outside the range suggested by laborato-
y and field studies �Wang, 2002; Tsvankin, 2005�. The interval val-
e of � �2� for the first superbin even exceeds unity. Also, horizontal
hale layers typically exhibit weak �if any� azimuthal anisotropy un-
ess they are fractured. Available geologic information for Rulison
eld and the small eccentricity of the NMO ellipses suggest that the
ymmetry of the UMV Shale over most of the study area is close to
TI. This implies that the difference between the parameters � �1�

nd � �2�, as well as the magnitude of � �3�, should be relatively small,
hich agrees with the output of VILS. The values of � �2� for both su-
erbins produced by the Dix-type method, however, are much larger
han those of � �1�.

To test the stability of both methods, we also added a linear time
rror �from 4 ms at zero offset to �4 ms at the maximum offset for
ach azimuth� to the reflection moveout from the bottom of the shale
ayer in the second superbin. The interval parameters � �1,2,3� estimat-
d by VILS change only by �0.06, �0.07, and 0.01, respectively,
hile the corresponding variations produced by the Dix-type meth-
d are much larger ��0.12, �0.21, and 0.13�. Hence, VILS is more
table than the Dix-type method in the presence of correlated time er-
ors, as established above for the synthetic data.

The NMO ellipticity in the UMV Shale is pronounced only near
he east boundary of the study area �Xu and Tsvankin, 2007�. Be-
ause of the small offset-to-depth ratio �between 1 and 1.3� for the
ottom of the shale layer near the area boundary, the inverted param-
ters � �1,2,3� are unstable and are likely to contain large errors. The in-
erval velocities V nmo

�1,2� and the azimuth � estimated by both methods
or two adjacent superbin gathers in the area of substantial NMO el-
ipticity are listed in Table 8. As before, we added a linear time error
from 2 ms at zero offset to �2 ms at the maximum offset for each
zimuth� to the traveltimes from the bottom of the shale in the sec-
nd superbin, which causes a deviation of about 3% in the effective
elocities V nmo

�1,2�. As a result, the interval parameters V nmo
�1,2� and � esti-

ated by the Dix-type method change by 13%, 16%, and 4°, respec-
ively. The sensitivity of VILS to the time error is much lower, with
he NMO velocities changing by less than 8% and � by 1°. Despite
he superior performance by VILS, the errors in V nmo

�1,2� are relatively
arge, primarily because of the small thickness of the target layer �the
hickness-to-depth ratio is about 0.2�. Still, this result shows that it

ay be beneficial to apply VILS to interval NMO-velocity estima-
ion from conventional-spread data.

o orthorhombic layers with misaligned vertical symmetry

V nmo
�2�

�km/s� � �1� � �2� � �3�
�
�°�

2 0 0 0 —

3.06 0.05 0.07 0.02 30

2.73 0.24 0.12 �0.10 70
des tw

V nmo
�1�

km/s�

2

2.56

3.68
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igure 8. Stratigraphic column of Rulison field �after Xu and Tsvankin, 2007�. The gas-
roducing reservoir is bounded by the UMV Shale �the target layer in this study� and the
ameo Coal.
Figure 9. Seismic section across the middle of the survey area at
Rulison field �after Xu and Tsvankin, 2007�.
Figure 10. P-wave fold for the 16.8�16.8m bin size at Rulison field
�after Xu and Tsvankin, 2007�. The rectangle in the center marks the
study area of our paper.
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WB126 Wang and Tsvankin
CONCLUSIONS

We combined velocity-independent layer stripping with nonhy-
erbolic moveout inversion to estimate the interval parameters of
TI and orthorhombic media. Whereas Dix-type differentiation al-
orithms operate with effective moveout parameters, VILS is based
n layer stripping of reflection traveltimes. If the overburden is later-
lly homogeneous and has a horizontal symmetry plane, VILS pro-
uces exact interval traveltimes without any information about the
elocity field. Then the interval traveltime function is inverted for
he relevant parameters of the target layer using moveout equations
or a homogeneous medium.

Because effective traveltimes are much better constrained by re-
ection data than effective moveout parameters, VILS gives more
table interval parameter estimates than Dix-type techniques. In par-
icular, our synthetic tests on noise-contaminated data confirm that
ILS can substantially increase the accuracy of nonhyperbolic mo-
eout inversion for the interval time-processing parameter � in VTI
edia. The addition of small linear or sinusoidal time errors causes

ronounced distortions in the effective � values, which are further
nhanced by Dix-type layer stripping. In contrast, the interval mo-
eout function produced by VILS is weakly sensitive to moderate
evels of noise in the input traveltimes, ensuring a higher stability of
he interval � estimates. Our tests show that VILS remains suffi-
iently accurate for VTI media in the presence of mild lateral hetero-
eneity �e.g., dips of up to 10°� in the overburden.

We also discussed an extension of VILS to 3D wide-azimuth
-wave data from azimuthally anisotropic models composed of
rthorhombic and TI layers. To identify the target and overburden re-
ections that share the same ray segments, we obtain the horizontal
lowness components from the best-fit effective moveout parame-
ers, which helps avoid direct differentiation of traveltimes and re-
uces the computational cost. Then the interval moveout produced
y VILS is inverted for the azimuths of the vertical symmetry planes,
ymmetry-direction NMO velocities, and anellipticity parameters

able 7. Interval parameters � „1,2,3… estimated for two superbi
enter of the study area at Rulison field.

Superbin 1

� �1� � �2� � �3� � �1� �

VILS 0.38 0.47 �0.18 0.24 0

Dix 0.74 1.24 �0.35 0.31 0

able 8. Interval NMO ellipses for two superbin gathers near
oundary of the study area.

uperbin 1

V nmo
�1�

�km/s�
V nmo

�2�

�km/s�
�
�°�

V nmo
�1�

�km/s�

ILS 4.22 3.99 115 4.33

ix 4.26 3.82 104 4.41
Downloaded 07 Oct 2009 to 138.67.12.60. Redistribution subject to S
� �1,2,3�. Wide azimuthal coverage helps increase
the stability of � estimation using 3D Dix-type
layer stripping. Nevertheless, numerical testing
clearly demonstrates the higher accuracy of VILS
for typical orthorhombic models, including those
with the depth-varying azimuths of the vertical
symmetry planes.

The 3D version of the method was successfully
tested on wide-azimuth P-wave reflections from
an anisotropic shale layer at Rulison field in Colo-
rado. For long-spread superbin gathers in the cen-
ter of the study area, VILS yields more plausible
and stable values of the interval parameters � �1,2,3�

than the Dix-type method. Near the eastern
boundary of the study area, where the offset-to-
depth ratio is smaller and the � parameters are
poorly constrained, application of VILS helps ob-
tain a better estimate of the interval NMO ellipse.

It should be mentioned that the superior accu-
racy of VILS is achieved at the expense of its
somewhat higher �compared to the Dix-type al-
gorithms� computational cost. In addition to
matching reflection time slopes at the surface, it is
necessary to carry out nonhyperbolic moveout in-
version not only for recorded reflection events but

lso for the interval moveout function. However, our implementa-
ion of VILS for horizontally layered media is much more efficient
han the general version of the method because time slopes are calcu-
ated directly from the moveout parameters.
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